T here is increasing unrest in global science. The number of retractions is rising, new examples of poor oversight or practice are being uncovered and anxiety is building among researchers. Those of us who work in the life sciences are discovering that some of our basic premises are flawed or inaccurate -cell lines have been misidentified and drug metabolism in animal models misjudged. Even high-profile findings have been questioned. Building on solid foundations was an architectural principle understood by the ancient Greeks and Egyptians, yet we may be constructing our castles on swampland. Is it a surprise that clinical translation fails so often?
dead-end data that pollute the literature and waste precious resources.
To counter this, barriers to correction of the public record should be low but rigorous. Publication of refutations or modifications should be encouraged by journals and funding agencies. One may argue that if a study is ignored it does no harm, but superfluous publication clutter is not benign. Minimally, it adds chaff to the wheat, but it also promotes mediocrity by example. More importantly, it provides meticulously documented evidence of apparent waste to funders and the public.
In a culture of publish or perish, the continuing growth in the number of scientific journals is hardly a surprise. But does this proliferation of papers reflect better science, or merely dilution? When a third of all papers are never cited, it is reasonable to question why so many are published. If the answer is simply as a form of accepted currency to indicate productivity, then our evaluative systems must become less reliant on publication quanta. Before we complain legitimately about grant success rates and funding pressures, we must ensure that our own house is in order. The act of publishing takes significant effort, yet we still publish low-impact studies as the required unit of research. We must learn to stop publishing everything and find other ways to document and recognize our studies, such as searchable publication of theses, meeting proceedings and posters.
And take the way most scientists access money from the public purse. Despite being the conduit to research funds, grant proposals undergo limited vetting of their content. Unlike manuscripts that pass peer review, these documents are treated as confidential, so their writers are difficult to hold to account. There are legitimate concerns about intellectual property and fear of being scooped by competitors, but why not make such documents public after a period of time? Indeed, some scientists are already publishing their grant applications on the Internet, ostensibly to help educate new researchers. But this also allows validation and cross-checking and sets a new bar for transparency.
Other searchable Internet technologies, such as social media, blogs, slide-sharing sites and even video-sharing sites such as YouTube, are helping to lift the veil of secrecy over science. This increased transparency, associated with wider access and discussion, is a powerful weapon to reduce scientific misinformation of all sorts -and one that all honest and careful scientists should embrace. Transgressions and errors will be more quickly detected and more widely communicated when more of what we do is exposed to scrutiny. As security professionals know, the surveillance camera does not need to be turned on to deter. ■ 
Jim Woodgett

We must be open about our mistakes
Greater transparency about the scientific process and a closer focus on correcting defective data are the way forward, says Jim Woodgett.
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